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In thi s pape r a s tudy of the min imiza tion of the radar cross sec tion of a thi n cyLinde r by central 
loading is prese nt ed. The ind uced c urre nt on a cent e r·loaded cylinde r illuminated by a p lane wave 
a t a n arbitrary a ngle is d etermined. T he bac ksca tt e red fi eld is cal c ulated and the opt imum loadi ng 
to achieve ze ro broad s ide backscattering is obtained. An o pt imum impedance load ed at th e cent er 
of a resonant cylinder ca n reduce it s rada r c ross sec t ion more than 30 dB fo r a ny as pec t angle. F or 
an antiresonant cy lind er a n op timum ce ntra l loadin g ca n minimi ze the rada r c ross sec tion in the 
broads id e direction but it ca nnot modify a pprec iab ly th e radar c ross sec ti on in th e off·broads ide 
d irec ti on. The e ffec ti ve ness a nd the fcas ibilit yof th e loading tec hniqu e for th e reduc tio n orth e radar 
c ross sec ti on of a metalli c body is discu ssed. 

1. Introduction 

Man y inves tigations have been mad e of methods of reducing the radar cross section of metaiu c 
bodies, es pecial1y with regard to applications to radar camouflage techniqu es. Two me th ods 
have been widely used: the fir st utiuzes r adar·absorbing materials, the second consists of reshap· 
ing th e body to c hange the r efl ection pattern. A third method, known as the method of reac tive 
loading, is th e subject of inves tigation of thi s paper. 

The firs t known use of reactive loading to minimize the backscattering cross sec tion was made 
by lams [1950] who a ppu ed the technique to metalli c posts in a parallel-plate pillbox structure. 
Shortly after thi s, Sle tten [1962] employed th e method to decrease the radar cross sec tion of ob
jects in space. Several other authors [King, 1956; Hu, 1958; As and Schmitt , 1958] have also 
studi ed the cross sec tion of a cylinder with and without a ce ntral load . These investiga tion s in
dicated that the cross sec ti on of a half-wavele ngth cylinde r can be signifi cantly reduced by the use 
of a high reactive impedan ce load at its ce nter. 

Chen and Liepa [1964a] reported on the use of reac tive loading to reduce the broadside back
scatte rin g from cyunders illuminated at normal incidence. They showed how an optimum load
ing co uld be found for ze ro broadside backsc attering. In the present paper, the study is gener
au zed to the case of arbitrary incidence and considers the case of backscattering in an arb itrar y 
direction. An article on doubly load ed cyli nders is in preparation. 

The proble m is studied by considering the current induced in a body illuminated by an electro
magn e tic wave. We consider the case of a plane wave which illuminates a pe rfectly co nduc ting 
cylinder whose radius is s mall and whose length is less than two wavelengths. The plan e wave 
induces a c urrent on th e cylinder; this in turn produces a scattered electromagne tic field. If 
an impedance is added at the center of the cylinder, the induced current is modified; hence, so is 
the scattered fi eld. An optimum loading of the cylinder will reduce the magnitude of the induced 
current and re verse its phase over some part of the cylinder. As the result the scattered field 
can be minimized in a direction over an aspect range. 

I The research in thi s paper was supported by Air Force Ca mbridge Hesearch La borato ries under Contract AF' 19(628)- 2374. 

2 Formerl y with the University of Mic higan, Ann Arbor, Mich. 
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For a center-loaded cylinder the induced current is first determined as a function of the 
cylinder dimensions, the midpoint impedance, and the incident electric field. Using this solution 
we calculate the scattered field and obtain an optimum impedance, i.e., an impedance which gives 
a · minimum backscattering. In order to verify this solution, the calculated values of the radar 
cross sections of loaded cylinders are compared with the experimental results by Chen and Liepa 
[1964b]. Excellent agreement is found between theory and experiment. 

Throughout the study a resonant cylinder whose total length is equal to 0.43'\ (,\ = wavelength) 
and an antiresonant cylinder of total length 0.85'\ or 0.9'\ are used as typical examples. In the 
interes t of simplicity, the analysis is limited to the case of a thin cylinder. The length of the 
cylinder is assumed to be shorter than two wavelengths. This dimension is in the so-called reso
nance region and is of special importance in radar detection. MKS rationalized units are used in 
the analysis and the time-dependence factor e iw1 is omitted. 

2. Induced Current on a Center-Loaded Cylinder Illuminated by a Plane Wave 
at an Arbitrary Angle 

When a plane electromagnetic wave is obliquely incident on a center-loaded cylinder the 
induced current can be divided into a symmetrical and an antisymmetrical component. The sym
metrical component is predominant in a resonant cylinder while in an antiresonant cylinder the 
antisymmetrical component dominates. A midpoint impedance has a strong effect on. the sym
metrical component of the induced current but does not affect the antisymmetrical component. 
For this reason central loading is very effective in reducing the backscattering in the broadside 
direction but cannot modify appreciably that in the off-broadside direction. 

As the -first step of the analysis, the induced current on a center-loaded cylinder illuminated 
by a plane wave at an arbitrary angle is determined as a function of the cylinder dimensions, the 
midpoint impedance, arid the incident electric field. The integral equation method is used. It 
is worthwhile to note that King [1956] solved a similar problem of a ~enter-Ioaded receiving antenna 
but ignored the antisymmetrical component of the antenna current. His results are also too 
com plicated for our purpose. We use a somewhat different method to determine the induced 
current on a center-loaded cylinder as an explicit function of the midpoint impedance. 

2.1. Integral Equation for the Induced Current 

The geometry of the problem is as shown in figure 1. A cylinder with a radius a and length 
2h is assumed to be perfectly conducting. A plane EM wave is incident to the cylinder at an angle 

-- z= h 

z = - h 

FIGURE 1. A center-loaded cylinder illuminated 
obliquely by a plane EM wave. 
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e. A lumped impedance ZL is connected at the center of the cylinder. The dimensions of in· 
terest are 

1 "4 A < 2h < 2A 

where A is the wavelength and f30 is the wave number. The second condition implies that the 
cylinder is thin and only the axial current is induced. 

The tangential component of the incident E field along the cylinder is assumed to be 

E~' = Eo cos ee-ji3o sin 9z (1) 

where Eo is a constant. 
Th e curre nt and the charge on the cylinder maintain a tangential electrical field at the surface 

which can be expressed as 

(2) 

where cJ> is the scalar potential maintained by the c harge and Az is the tangential component of 
th e vector poten ti al maintained by the curre nt. By using the Lorentz condition, 

(3) 

Equation (2) can be expressed as 

. w (a2 
) EU =-j - _+ f32 A . 

z f3~ az2 0 Z (4) 

Th e elec tri c fi eld maintai ned across the gap at the center of the cylinder can be expressed as 

(5) 

where ZL is th e center load , 10 is the induced current at the center of the cylinder and 8(z) is a 
delta function. 

Since the tangential elec tri c field should be continuous at the boundary we obtain the following 
equation 

E~ + E~' = Z d 08(z) (6) 

for - h < z < h. 

Equation (6) implies that the total tangential electric field vanishes on the surface of the cylinder 
and maintains a voltage drop of Zdo across the gap at the center of the cylinder. 

The substitution of (1) and (4) in (6) gives 

for - h < z < h. (7) 
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The general solution for Az is the sum of the complementary function and a particular integral 

Az = ~f [Cl cos {3oZ+C2 sin {3oz + 8(z) J, (8) 

where Vo is ltv /-toEo, C1 and C2 are arbitrary constants, and whe re the parti cular integral 8(z) can 
be obtained as 

8(z) = Eo e- j /1"s in Oz - .! z J sin {3 Izl 
{30 cos e 2 I 0 o· (9) 

In (8), Az can be divided into a symmetrical and an antisymmetrical component 

Az(z) = A~(z)+ A'~(z). (10) 

Thus 

- j [ Eo . 1 . ] AYz) =- C1 cos {3oZ+{3 8 cos ({3oz sm 8)- -2 ZtJo sm {3olz l 
Vo 0 cos 

(11) 

Ag(z) = -j [C2 sin {3oZ-j {3 Eo e sin ({3oz sin 8)]. 
Vo 0 cos 

(12) 

We also divide the induced current on the cylinder into a symmetrical and an antisymmetrical 
component: 

liz) = I;(z) + I~(z) 

and, by the assumed symmetries, 

l~(z) = - I~( - z). (13) 

From the definition of the vector potential, we can write Az in terms of Iz as follows: 

A ~(z)=/-to Jh I~(z')Ka(z,z ' ) dz' = -j[C1COS{3oZ+{3 Eo e cos ({3oZ sin e)--21 ZtfosinJ3o lzl] (14) 
41T -h Vo 0 cos 

A a(z) = /-to J" Ig(z')K({(z, z') dz' = - j [C2 sin {3oz - j {3 Eo 8 sin (J3oz s in 8)] (15) 
z 41T - II Vo 0 cos 

where 

(16) 

Equations (14) and (15) are integral equations for the induced currents , I~(z) and l~ (z). 

2.2. Symmetrical Component of the Induced Current 

The symmetrical compone nt of the induced current I~(z) is de termined from (14). The details 
are given in appendix 1. The final solution for I~(z) is 
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- M d cos (/3oz si n 0) - cos (/3oh sin O)]} (17) 

where 

1 
M\ =-T (1- cos /3oh ) 

cd 

N - - Z L sin /3oh(l - cos /3oh )2 
\ - TCdZ L sin 2 /3oh - j60TcdTSd cos /3oh 

M2=-T1 [l- cos(/3oh sinO)] 
Od 

N2 = - Z /, sin /3oh[l- cos (/3oh sin 0))2 
TOdZL sin 2 l30 h - j60TodTSd cos /3oh 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

Th e co ns tants, Ted, Tsd, TOri, Tca, Tsa , and To" are de fin ed in appendix 1. Th ey are fun c tions of 
cylinder size, h and a, and the angle, 0, of the in cid ent EM wave . 

Equation (17) gives a co mple te expression for the symm etri cal co mpon e nt of th e induced 
c urre nt on a cylinder with a ce nter load ZL, wh e n illuminated obljque ly by a plan e EM wave at 
an angle 0; l~(z) is expressed as a function of the cylinder s ize , the cente r load ZL, and the in cide nt 
angle 0 of an EM wave. 

2 .3. Antisymmetrical Component of the Induced Current 

By solving (15), the antisymmetrical compone nt of the induced c urrent l ~(z) can be de termined 
as in appendix 2. The final solution for l~(z) is 

a _ Eo · .. Slll 0 Sln sec 2 - sln 2 slll [ 
\ . (/3 h . 0) /3oh . (/3oh . 0)] 

I z(z) - 30/30 cos 0 To(h/2) - } sec /3ohTaq~) 

. [sin (/3oh sin 0) sin /3oZ - sin /3oh sin (/3oz sin 0)]' (22) 

The constants T,,(h/2) and Ta(h ) are defined in appendix 2 as functions of cylinder size, h and a, 
and the angle, 0, of the incide nt EM wave. 

Equation (22) gives the co mplete solution for the antisymmetri cal co mpon e nt of the induced 
current on a cylinder with a center load Z I , and illuminated obliquely by a plane EM wave at an 
angle O. The important point we observe from (22) is that l~(z) is a function of the cylinder size 
and the incident angle only, and is e ntirely ind e pe nd e nt of the center load Z I, . The res ult is not 
surprising because l~(z) is always zero at the ce nter of the cylinder and an impedance loaded at 
the center of the cylinde r cannot have any e ffect on l ~(z) . 

The total c urrent induced on a cylinder is th e sum of l~(z) and l~(z). Since l~(z) is a strong 
func tion of Z L a nd l~(z) is indepe ndent of ZL, the introduction of an impedance at the center of 
the cylinder can modify n(z) greatly but does not affect 19(z). In general, 19(z) is zero or small 
compared with l~(z) when 0 is zero or small. Therefore, we can expec t to minimize the bac kscatter
ing at or near the broad sid e direc tion by central loading because the bac kscatte rin g in these direc
tions is due mainly to l ;(z). Moreover, in a resonant cylinder (2 h - 0/2 + n)>-), l~(z) is the 
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predominant component and central loading can actually reduce the backscattering in any aspect 
angle. In an antiresonant cylinder (2h - n'A), central loading can minimize the broadside back· 
scattering but the off-broadside backscattering at () = 40° cannot be reduced by central loading 
because it is due to a large Ig(z) .. 

Some examples in the following section will illustrate these phenomena more clearly. 

3. Numerical Examples for Some Special Cases 

To show the dependence of the induced current on the center load Z L, the cases of a resonant 
and an antiresonant cylinder illuminated by a plane wave at the broadside direction are considered 
in the first and the second example. The dependence of the induced current on the incident 
angle () is shown in the third example. 

3.1. Induced Current on a Loaded Resonant Cylinder Illuminated by a Plane Wave at Normal 
Incidence 

When a plane wave is incident normally (() = 0°) on a cylinder the back scattering is highest in 
this direction. The symmetrical component of the induced current I~(z) is maximum and the 
antisymmetrical component I~(z) is zero for this case. In a resonant cylinder with 2h = (1 /2 + n)'A, 
we will see that the magnitude and the phase of I"J...z) can be significantly modified by a center 
load ZL. 

When () = 0°, I~(z) can be obtained from (17) to (21) as 

jEo [ 1] . I~(z)=30/3 /3h-MT -NT [M1(cos/3oz-cos/3oh)+N1slll/3o(h-lzl)] 
o cos 0 t ca t sa 

(23) 

where M t and Nt are expressed in (18) and (19). It can be shown from (22) that I~(z)=O when 
()= 0°. 

To present a numerical example, the specific case of 

a=0.0l73'A, 2h=0.43'A, 

is considered. In this case only the purely reactive center loads are considered because they 
can be easily obtained, in practice, from a coaxial cavity which can be installed inside the cylinder. 

The current distributions on the cylinder with various center loads are shown in figures 2 
and 3. The strong dependence of I ~(z) on Z L is evident in these two figures. The effect of Z L 

on I~(z) can be summarized as follows: 
(1) When Z L = 0 the induced current is very large and distributes along the cylinder as a 

shifted cosine curve. 
(2) When Z L = 00 the magnitude of the induced current is greatly reduced from the value for 

Z L = 0 and the distribution of the induced current becomes double humped with a null at the center. 
(3) When Z I~ is capacitive and finite, the induced current is smaller than the case of Z L = 0 

but larger than for ZL = 00. 

(4) When Z L is inductive and finite, the magnitude of the induced current is smaller than the 
case of Z I. = 00, and the induced current starts to have three loops along the cylinder, and it is of 
interest to note that the phase of the current at the center loop is reversed. 

The most important and significant point is that when Z L is inductive and of some finite value, 
the magnitude of the induced current is reduced to a value even smaller than in the case of Z L 

= 00 and the phase of the induced current is reversed at the center part of the cylinder. From this 
we can expect the existence of an optimum value for Z I. which gives zero backscattering in the 
broadside direction. Actually this is the case as we can see in a later section. 

The current distributions on this specific cylinder as functions of Z I. shown in figures 2 and 3 
have been confirmed experimentally by Chen and Liepa [1964A]. 
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FIGURE 2. Current distribution, T ~( z) , on cylinder oj h = 0.21510., a = 0.017310., 1/ = 00 Jar different central loads, ZL. 
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FIGURE 3. Current distribution, l ~( z), on cylinder oJ h'= 0.21510., a=0.0173A, 1/=00 Jor different central loads , ZL' 
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3.2. Induced Current on a Loaded Antiresonant Cylinder Illuminated by a Plane Wave at 
Normal Incidence 

An indu ctive impedance as the center load has been shown to be very effective in reducing 
the induced current on a resonant cylinder in the preceding example. In this example .we will 
show that a purely reactive impedance is not very effective in reducing the induced current on an 
antiresonant cylinder with 2h "" n". 

We c hoose a specific cylinder with antiresonant dimensions as 

a=0.0173", 2h=0.9", Z/~ =jX I .. 

The induced current is calculated from (23) for various Z L. The current distributions on this 
cylinder with various Z I. are shown graphically in figures 4 and 5. 

In these figures we observe that the introduction of a center load usually increases rather 
than decreases the induced current of an antiresonant cylinder. However, an inductive impedance 
tends to reverse the phase of the induced c urrent at the center part of the cylinder as we see from 
the case of Z L = j800n in figure 4. This suggests that although a purely reactive impedance can· 
not reduce the backscattering of a cylinder to zero an inductive impedance with a resistive com· 
ponent may be used to reverse the phase of the induced current in such a way that the backscat
tering vanishes. (In effect, an optimum impedance for zero broadside backscattering from an 
antiresonant cylinder requires a large resistive component, as we will see in a later section.) 

3.3. Induced Current on a Loaded Cylinder as a Function of the Incident Angle of a Plane 
Wave 

In this example, the dependence of the induced current of a loaded cylinder on the incident 
angle of a plane wave is studied. We choo.,e two typical cases, a resonant and an antiresonant 
cylinder both loaded with an impedance clot . to the optimum value for zero broadside backscat
tering. 

The first case is a resonant cylinder with a = 0.0173", 2h = 0.43", and Z L = j800n. The 
distribution of the symmetrical component of the induced current, I~(z), for this Z I, is about 20 dB 
lower than the value of I~(z) for Z L = 0 (see fig. 2). The information we obtained from figure 6 is 
that the distribution of I~(z) is essentially independent of incident angle except at the center of the 
cylinder. The antisymmetrical component of the induced current, I~(z) , on this resonant cylinder 
is quite small as shown in figure 7. As already noted , I~(z) is entirely independent of Z L but it is 
strongly dependent on the cylinder size and on the incident angle. Thus I~(z) is zero when e 
is zero and it reaches a maximum value when e is about 45°. It is noted that the fact that the magni
tudes of 1Hz) and 1!f(z) are comparable in figures 6 and 7 is a consequence of the large reduction 
in 1Hz) produced by the nearly optimum load Z L = j800n. 

The second case is that of an antiresonant cylinder whose dimensions are a = 0.0173", 
2h = 0.85", and ZL = j600n. The distributions of 1~(z) for different incident angles are shown graph
ically in figure 8. Again we observe that the magnitude of 1~(z) is only slightly affected by the 
incident angle. The antisymmetrical component of the induced current, 1~(z), on this antiresonant 
cylinder is very large and its strong dependence upon the incident angle is shown in figure 9. 

To summarize, we observe that while the antisymmetrical component of the induced current 
of a loaded cylinder is strongly dependent on the incident angle , the symmetrical component of 
the induced current is rather independent of the incident angle if the cylinder is loaded with an 
optimum (or near optimum) impedance . This ph enomenon tends to indicate that an optimum 
central loading for zero broadside backscattering will remain effective for oblique incidence cases. 
Of course, a large antisymmetri cal component of the current induced on an antiresonant cylinder 
for an oblique incidence can not be controlled by a center loading. This current can be modified 
only by the double-loading technique , which loads a cylinder at two points. The double-loading 
technique will be treated in a subsequent paper. 
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4. Backscattering of a Center-Loaded Cylinder Illuminated by a Plane Wave 
a t a n Arbitrary Angle 

The induced curre nt on a center-loaded cylinder illuminated by a plane wave at an arbi trary 
angle has been obtained in the preceding sections. Using the solution obtained there we can 
calculate the backscattered field . 

4 .1. Backscattered Field of a Center-Loaded Cylinder 

With the geometry of figure 1 and the solution of the induced c urrent as expressed in (17) 
and (22) we proceed as follows: 

The symmetrical co mpone nt of the induced current I~(z) maintains a vector potential at a point 
in the far zone of the cylinder in the direction of (): 

J.l-o e- j /3oRo f" ' . A~=---- I~(z)eJ/3ozstnedz 
41T Ro - It 

(24) 

where I~(z) can be obtained from (17) and where Ro is the d istance be twee n th e center of the 
cylinder and an observation point. 

Performi ng the indicated integration in (24), the fi nal expression [or A~ beco mes 

A~((})= iJ.l-oE\ e - j /3oRo {[cos ({3oh sin (})-M2Tea-N2 Tsa] ;MI. 
1 207T{3 0 Ro cos {3oh-MITca-NITsf/ cos (}sm() 

. [sin {3oh sin () cos ({3oh sin ()) - cos {3oh sin ({3oh sin ())] 

+ [N I cos ({3oh sin ()) - N 1M 2T eo + MIN 2Tcll - N 2 cos {3oh] 2[ cos ({3oh si n .()) - cos {3oh] 
cos {3oh - MITea - NITsa cos 3 () 

- 2 . ~ 2 () [2{3oh sin () - sin (2{3oh sin ())]} . (25) 
sm cos 
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Similarly, the anti s ymme trical component of the induced current I ~(z) maintains a vector 
potential at a point in the far zone of the c ylinder in the direc tion of 8 : 

(26) 

wh ere l ~ ca n be ob tained from (22). Aft er the integrat ion in (26) is performed , 

[ 
I . (/3 I . 8) Puh . ( /3oh . 8) 1 . J;' - j{3 R '2 SJn 01 SJn secT- sm T sm 

Aa(8)= Jf.t()L O ~ 
z 1 207T/3 ~ Ro T,,(h/2) - ~ sec /3ohT,,(h) 

'2 318' 8{ sin/3oh[(I +sin 2 8)sin (2/3oh Sin8)-2/3oh Sin8 cos 2 8J cos Sill 

- 4 cos /3oh sin 8 sin 2 (/3oh sin 8)} . (27) 

To obtain a n expression for the backscattered fi eld , the followin g argume nt is employed: 
The total vec tor pote nti al maintain ed by the induced c urre nt on the cylind er is 

AA8) = A ~(8) + A ~( 8) . (28) 

The scattered elec tric fi eld in th e far zone of the cylinder due to the induced c urre nt is 

Eo = - jwAo = jwA z cos 8, (29) 

and the P oynting power density of the scattered field is 

1 1 12 p = 2('0 Eo . (30) 

He nce, using the values of A :(8) from (25) and A~(8) from (27), the final ex pression for the back

scattered fi eld becom es 

. [s i n /3oh si n 8 cos (/3oh sin 8) - cos /3oh sin (/3oh sin 8)] 

+ [N I cos (/3oh sin 8)-NIM2Toa + MI NJ" ,, -N2 cos /3oh] 
cos /3oh - MIT(' (I - N ITs" 

2[cos (/3oh s in 8) -cos /3oh] 
cos2 8 2 j~2 8 [2/3oh sin 8 - sin (2/3oh sin 8)] 

sIn 

[~ , in (~"h , in 0) ",c ~f -, in (¥) , in 0] 1 

+ 1',,(11, /2) - ~ sec /3oh1',,(h) 2 cos2 8 sin 8 

. [sin /3oh [(l + sin2 8) s in (2/3oh s in 8) - 2/3oh s in 8 cos2 8J 

- 4 cos /3011, s in 8 sin2 (/3 oh sin 8)]} . (3 1) 

Equation (31) gives the complete expression for the backscattered electric fi eld of a center-loaded 
cylinder when illuminated by a plane wave with an electri c fi eld Eo at an angle 8 with respect to 
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the normal to the cylinder. The radar c ross sect io ns of some loaded cylinders are calculated from 
(31) as fun c tions of aspec t angle 8 in sec t.i on 4.3. Th e calc ulated res ult s are in excellent agreeme nt 
with the ex perime ntal res ult s . 

Jt is not ed th at the radar c ross sec ti on is us ua ll y de fin ed as 

·1· 4 /YJ I E1)(8) I ~ (T = 1m 7T ' 0 -,- . 
I? t)'? 'YJ E 0 

(32) 

4.2. Optimum Loading for Zero Broadside Backscattering 

Before we show some num erical examples of t he radar c ross sec t ions of loaded cy Li nd ers, 
we will cons ider an optimum loading to achieve ze ro backsca tt e ring in th e broads ide d irec tion 
in thi s sec ti on. 

Whe n Eti 8) in (31) is calculat ed as a fun c tion of 8 for a reso nant cylind e r a large peak occ urs 
a t th e broadside direc tion (8 = 0°). Thi s peak is co ntribut ed by l ; (z) on the cylind er and th e co n

tribution du e to th e s malll~~z) in the off-broads ide direc tion is insignifi ca nt in thi s case. Wh e n Eo(8) 
is calc ula ted for an antiresonant cy lind er , the re are three possible peaks . The firs t peak a t 8 = 0° 
is du e to I~(z) and other peaks at th e off-b roadside direc tions are due to l~(z), which can be ve ry 

large on an an ti reso na nt cylinde r. S in ce ' ;(z) can be c hanged greatly by a cente r load we see k 

an opt imum loading whi c h modifi es ' 1(z) so th a t th e backsca ttering in the broadside direc ti on 

vanishes. The large bac ksca tt e rin g in th e off-broadside direc tion due to l~(z) is not co nside red 
here. 

T o mak e th e broads ide bac kscatt e ring vani s h, we can I('t 

S in ce 

(33) impli es 

Eo(8 = 00)=_ 2Eo e- j /3"}{,, [/IIl1 (s in /30h - /311h cos /311h) + NI (l -cos /3oh)] , 
/30 Ro cos /3uh - /VI I T("(f - N I T", 

sin /3oh - /3oh cos /3oh 
1- cos /3"h 

If (18) and (19) are s ubs tituted in (35) , an optimum impedance [Z,.jo can be de te rmined as 

[Z ] = - j60Tsd(l - /3oh co t /3oh) 
,. 0 2 cos /3oh - 2 + /3oh s i n /3uh 

whe re T", is d e fin ed in (48) in append ix l. 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

Thi s opt imum impeda nce has bee n obtain ed by Chen and Lie pa [1964al and is includ ed her e 
for co nve ni e nce in di scuss ing so me res ult s in the nex t sec ti on. A numerical exampl e is give n 
in fig ure 10 in which th e optimum ce ntral impedance [Z,J) for zero broadside backsca tte ring from 
a cylinder of radiu s a = 0.0173'\ is calculated as a function of the cylinder length. In figure 10, 
we observe th a t, in ge neral, the op timum load in g for zero broadside backscalte rin g requires an 
impedance with both reac tive and res is tive compone nts . For a cylind e r s horter than one wave 
length a pass ive impedan ce is ad equat e but for a cylinder longer than one wave le ngth an ac tive 
impedance whi ch has a nega tive res is tance is needed to redu ce th e broad sid e bac kscatt e ring to 
zero. 
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FIGURE 10. Optimum central impedance [Z,Jo for zero broadside backscattering from cylinder of radius a = 0.0173 J... , 
as function of cylinder length. 

4.3. Numerical Examples on the Radar Cross Sections of Loaded Cylinders 

In this section the radar cross sections of a resonant and an antiresonant cylinder with various 
loadings are calculated. 'The theoretical results are compared with the experimental results by 
Chen and Liepa [1964b] and excellent agreement is obtained. Figure 11 shows the backscatter
ing cross section of a resonant cylinder (2h = 0.43.\) as a func tion of the aspect angle for three 
different loadings. When Z,~ = 0 (a nonloaded cylinder) the cross section is very large . When 
the same cylinder is loaded with an infinite impedance (ZL = (0), the back scattering cross section 
is reduced about 20 dB. If the loading is adjusted close to the optimum value (Z,. = j600ll) , a 
reduction of more than 30 dB is obtained. The optimum loading [Zdo for this resonant cylinder 
IS 65 + j626ll. The agreement between theory and experiment is excellent. 

Figures 12 through 14 show the radar cross sections of an antiresonant cylinder (2h = 0.85.\) 
as a function of the aspect angle for three different loadings. When the cylinder is not loaded 
(ZL = 0), the backscattering is approximately constant over the aspect angle range of 0 < 8 < 500 

with a slight maximum at 8 = 40°. The theoretical and the experimental results for this case 
are compared in figure 12 in which the zero-dB level is chosen to have the same absolute scale 
as in figure 11. 

Figure 13 shows the theoretical curve for ZL = j300ll compared with an experimental curve 
for Z L = j212ll. The point of interest is that for this loading the backscattering in the broadside 
direction is reduced considerably. These two curves, though with different loadings, agree quite 
well over most of the aspect range except for small 8. The maximum backscattering occurs at 
8 = 42° and its amplitude is not reduced by the loading. 

Figure 14 shows the theoretical curve for ZL = j600ll and a comparison with an experimental 
curve for ZL = j415ll. The general behavior of these curves agrees very well. The maXImum 
backscattering occurs at 8 = 42° and, again, its amplitude is not reduced by loading. 
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FIGURE 12. Backscattering cross section of loaded cylinder versus aspect angle (0) 

It is noted that the optimum loading [Zdo for thi s antiresonant cylinder is about 230+ j43S0. 
In these three fi gures we find that the maximum cross sec tion for an antiresonant c ylinder at 
() = 40° is not modified at all by a central loading. As mentioned before , this is due to the fac t 
that this maximum backscattering is produced by the antisymmetrical component of the induced 
current, whic h is not affected by a central impedance. 
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The excellent agreement between theory and experiment confirms the accuracy of the theory 
and also the feasibility of the reactive loading technique for the reduction of the radar cross section 
of a metallic body. 
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5. Conclusion 

In this paper we have shown the effec tive ness of a loading technique for the reduction of the 
radar cross section of a metalli c body. An op timum loading developed in (36) can be used to reduce 
the radar cross section of a resonant cylinder more than 30 dB in any aspect angle. For an anti
resonant cylinder an opt imum loading can be used to reduce th e broadside cross section to an 
arbitrarily small valu e but it cannot modify the off-broadside cross section, which is due to the 
antis ymme tri cal com pone nt of the indu ced c urre nt. To reduce the radar cross section of an anti
resonant cylinder over a wide aspec t range, the double- or multiple-loading technique is suggested. 
The study on the double-loading technique will be publish ed later. 

The author is grateful to R. E. Hiatt, T. B. A. Senior, and B. Harrison for helpful s ugges tions, 
to V. Li epa and E. Knott for experimental measurements, and to H. Hunter and J. Duc mani s for 
their nume rical c alculations. 

6. Appendix 1. Determination of I~ ( z) 

In s tead of so lving (14) direc tl y for I;(z), for conve nie nce we will start from (11), from whi c h 

C1 can be expressed as 

C = sec (3oh [jvoA ~(h ) - (3o ~~s f) cos ({3oh s in f)) + ~ Z,Jo s in {3oh] (37) 

With (11) a nd (37), we ob ta in 

AAz) - AAh) 

= ~.i sec {3oh { [.ivoA;(h)- (3 Eo f) cos ({3o h sin f))] (cos (3oZ -cos (3oh) 
Vn 0 cos 

(38) 

With the help of (14), another integral equation for I;(z) is obtained 'as follows: 

f" 
- II 

1~(s')Kd(z, z')dz' 

= - j47r sec {3oh {[.ivoA ~(h)- {3 Eo eCos ({3oh s in e)] (cos {3oZ - cos (3oh) so 0 cos 

1 ~ . I I En cos {3oh . . J} + 2. Z,Jo S Il1 {3o (h - z ) + {3o cos e [cos ({3oZ Sill e) - ({3oh S Il1 e) (39) 

where 

KrI(z. z') = Ka(z , z') - Ka(h , z') (40) 

and so is 1207r. Equation (39) is valid for - h < z < h but A;(h) and 10 in th e ri ght-hand side of (39) 
are still unknown. 
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However, due to the nature of kernel Kd(z, z') which has a sharp peak at z "'" z' , the right-hand 
side of (39) suggests a form for the solution of I:(z) as 

I~(z) ""' Cc (cos {3oZ -cos {3oh)+Cs sin {30 (h-Izl)+corcos ({3oZ sin e)-cos ({3oh sin e)]. (41) 

It is then reasonable to divide (3Y) into three parts as follows: 

J" C,. _ II (cos {3ol' - cos {3oh)Kd(z , z')dz' 

(42) 

Cs sin {3o(h -lz'I)Kd(z, z')dz' "'" - ~ 7T sec {3ohZ IJo sin (3o(h - Izl), J" 2 
- II \,0 

(43) 

J" Co [cos ({3oz' sin e) - cos ({3oh sin e)]Kd(z , z')dz' 
- II 

"'" -{47T {3 Eo () [cos ({3ol sin e)-cos ({3oh sin e)]. (44) 
\,0 0 cos 

Equations (42) through (44) are well matched at the end points, z""'±h, whe re both sides of the 
equations become zero. Furthermore, the constants Cc , Cs, and Co can be determined by matching 
these equations at the center of the culinder, Z"'" 0. This matching yields 

where 

and 

where 

and 

where 

Cc "'" -;JT"47T sec (3oh [jVc0 ~(h)- {3 Eo e cos ({3oh sin e)] (I-cos (3oh) 
\,0 cd 0 cos 

- j27T . c., "'" r-T sec {3ohZdo SIn {3oh 
\,0 sd 

J" T"" "'" sin {3o(h - Iz'I)Kd(O, z')dz' 
- II 

Ce -_-j47T Eo ----,-- [1 - cos ({3oh sin e)] 
~oTed (30 cos e 

Jit 

Ted "'" [cos ({3ol' si n e)- cos ({3oh sin e)]KI(O, z')dz'. 
- II 
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The s ubs tituti on of (45), (47), and (49) in (41) gives 

I~(z) = - j47T {_1_ [jvoAHh) f3 Eo e cos (/3oh s in e)] (sec /3oh - l )(cos /3oZ - cos /3oh) 
~o Ted 0 cos 

+ 2Tl Ztlo tan /3oh sin ,Bo(h -·1 z i) 
sd 

+ r.l /3 Eo e [I- cos (/3oh sin e)] [cos (/3oZ sin e) - cos (/3oh sin e)]} . (51) 
• Od 0 cos 

In (51 ), A~(h ) and 10 are still unknown , but 10 can be de termined fro m (51). 
By de finition, 

10 == IzCO) = 1:(0) + I~(O), but 1~(O) = 0 

he nce 

10= 1~(O) (52) 

Then 10 can be expressed in terms of A~(h) by le tting z = 0 in (51), a nd after so me algebraic manipu 
lation (51) itself can be rearranged to give 

1~(z)= -C7T {[jVo A~(h) - /30 ~~s e Cos (/3oh s in e)] 
. [M; (cos /3oZ-cos /3oh)+N; s in /3o( h - lz i) ] 

+ /3 Eo e[M2 [cOS(/3oZSine)-Cos(/3oh Sine)] +N2Sin/30(h -lzl)]} (53) 
o cos 

wh ere 

M; = -T1 (sec /3oh - 1) 
cd 

N ; = - Z,. tan j3oh(sec /loh + cosJ30h --: 2) 
Te((Z" ta n /3oh Sill /3oh - }60TcdT.." 

M2 = Tl [1 - cos (/3oh sin e)] 
0(( 

N - - ZI. sin /3oh[l- cos (/3oh sin e»)2 . 
2- TodZ" sin2 /3oh-j60TodTsd cos /3oh 

(54) 

(55) 

(56) 

(57) 

In (53) the re maining unknown is A~h) . To determine it we use the definition of the vec tor 
potential, 

III 

A~(h ) = 4i-tO 1;(z')K,,(h , z')dz' . 
7T - II 

(58) 

After substituting (53) in (58), AHh) becomes 

AS(h)= jEo [cos (/3uh sin e) (M;T('(/+N;Tsa) - (M2To,, +N2Tsn)] 
Z vo/3o cos e 1 - M;Tc lI - N ;Tsa (59) 
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where 

J" Tea = (cos f3 oz' - cos f3oh)Ka(h , z')dz' 
- II 

(60) 

1" T,,, = sin f3o(h-lz'I)Kl/(h , z')dz' 
- II 

(61) 

J" Tea = [cos (I3oZ' sin e) - cos (f3oh sin e)] KII(h , z')dz'. 
- II 

(62) 

If (59) is s ubstituted in (53) and the res ult rearranged, the final form of the solution for 1;(z) becomes 

1S( ) - jEo {[cos (f3 oh sin e) - M2 Tea - N2T",] M ( 13 13 h) 
z z - I cos oZ - cos 0 

30130 cos e cos f30h - M 1 Tel/ - N 1 TSI/ 

- M2 [cos (f3oz s in e)-cos (f3 oh sin e)]} (63) 

where 

1 
Ml =-T (1- cos 130M 

cd 
(64) 

N - - Zt sin f3oh(1 - cos f3 oh)2 
1 - Tc(/Z}, sin2 f30h - j60TcdT,,} cos f30h (65) 

and M2 and N2 are expressed in (56) and (57). 
Equation (63) expresses 1;(z) as a function of the cylind er s ize, the center load Z}" and the 

incide nt angle e of an EM wave. 
As a matter of completeness and convenience, the integrals Tc(/, T'd, Ted , Tcu, T,a, and Tea 

are ex pressed in te rms of better known integrals: 

Ted=CI/(h , O) - Ca(h, h) -cos f3 oh[Ea(h , O) - Ea(h, h)] (66) 

Tsd = sin f3oh[c,,(h , 0)- CI/(h , h)] - cos f3oh[SI/(h , 0) - Sr,(h , h)] (67) 

Te(} = C~(h, 0) - q(h, h) - cos (f3oh sin 8) [E,, (h , 0) - K,(h, h)] (68) 

Tca = C,,(h , h) - cos f3 ohE II(h , h) (69) 

Ts" = sin f3 ohC,,(h, h) - cos f3ohSII(h , h) (70) 

Tea = C~(h , h) - cos (f3 oh sin 8)E,,(h , h) (71) 

where 

JIi 

C,(h, 0)= -; 11 cos f3 oZ' KI/(O , z')dz' (72) 

J" C,(h, h) = _ II cos I3oZ' Ka(h , z')dz' (73) 
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J" £,;(17. , 0) = Ka(O, z')dz' 
- II 

J" £,,(h , h) = K,,(h , z')dz ' 
- II 

J" 51/(h , 0) = sin ,Bo lz ' IK,,(O, z')dz' 
- II 

J" 5,,(h, h) = _ II sin ,Bolz 'I K,,(h, z')dz' 

JIi 

C9(h, 0) = - Ii cos (,Boz' sin e)Ka(O, z')dz' 

JI! 

C?,(h, h) = - Ii cos (,Bol' sin e)K,,(h , z')dz'. 

The int egral s of (72) through (79) can be calculated on a digital comput er. 

7. Appendix 2. Determination of I ~ ( z) 

To determine Jg(z), we s tart from (12). The cons tant C2 can be expressed as 

C2 = csc ,Boh [jvoA ~(h ) +j,B Eo e sin (,Boh s in e)] 
o cos 

Substituting (80) in (15), we obtain 

JIi 

1~(z') Kr'(z, z')dz' 
- Ii 

= 4; csc ,Boh {,B Eo e [sin (,Boh sin e) s in ,Bol- sin ,Boh s in (,Bol sin e)l 
':,0 0 cos 

(74) 

(75) 

(76) 

(77) 

(78) 

(79) 

(80) 

+ voAWil S lI1 ,Boz} (81) 

If th e solution for I;'(Z) is ass umed to be 

I~(z) = C,,[sin (,Boh sin e) sin ,Bol - sin ,Boh sin (,Bol s in e)], (82) 

(81) is matched at z = O. We will match (81) at two more points. 
If we set z = h/2 in (81) and use the substitution of (82), the constant Ca can be expressed as 

(83) 

where 

J" T,, (h/2) = [sin (,Boh sin e,Jsin ,Boz' -sin,Boh s in (,Bol' sin e)Y\ II(h/2 ,z ')dz'. 
- Ii 

(84) 

By definition , A~(h) is 

A g(h)=4/-Lu JIi I g(z')K,,(h ,z' )dz' = 4/-Lo CaT,,(h) 
7T - Ii 7T 

(85) 
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where 

III 

T,,(h) = [sin (/3oh sin 0) sin /3oz' - sin /3oh sin (/3oz' sin O)]Ka(h, z')dz' . 
- II 

From (83) and (85), A~(h) is determined as 

EoT,,(h) [ s in (/3oh s in 0) sec ¥ -2 sin (¥ sin fJ) ] 
A~(h)= [ /3 h ] ' 

w cos 0 2T,,(h/2) -sec -t T,,(h ) 

After substituting (83) and (87) into (82) we obtain the final form of the solution for l~(z), 

[ 1 . ~ I . ll) /3oh . (/3oh . ll)] E' SIn (1-'0 1 SIn u sec - 2-- sIn 2 sm u 

H(z) = II 1 
30/30 cos 0 T,,(h/2) - ! sec /3ohTII(h) 

(86) 

(87) 

. [sin (/3l1h sin 0) s in /3oz - s in /3oh sin ({3oz sin 0)]. (88) 

Equation (88) gives the complete solution for the antisymme trical component of the induced current 
on a c ylind er. It is not ed that I~ (z) is a function of the cylinder s ize and the incidence angle 0 
only, and is ent irely independent of the cen ter load Z, .. 

For co nvenience the integrals T,,(h/2) and T,,(h) are expressed alternatively as follows: 

Til (h/2) = sin ({3oh s in O)S~O(h , h/2) -sin/3()hS~{ h , h/2) (89) 

T,,(/l)= s in(/3oh sin O)S~O(h, h)-sin/3ohS?,(h , h) (90) 

wh e re 

I" S?,(h , h/2) = _ Ii sin (/3oz' sin O)Ka(h/2, z')dz' (91) 

III 

S?,(h, h) = _ Ii sin (/3oz' sin O)K,(h, z')dz' (92) 

III 

S~O(h, h/2) = _ Ii sin {3oz' Ka(h/2, z')dz' (93) 

III 

S~O(h, h) = sin /3oz' KII(h, z')dz' . 
- Ii 

(94) 

The integrals in (91) through (94) can be readily calculated on a computer. 
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